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Possible Anchor Shutdown
Foreseen By Editorial Staff

al Shakespeare Company will preRomeo
and
sent Shakespeare's
Juliet in two performances
on
The editorial board of the An- also keep up with their academic
Saturday, October 21. The after- chor met yesterday in an effort to work.
noon matinee will be shown at solve the problem of a greatly
At present, the following posi2 :30 and the evening performance
under-manned staff. It has been tions are vacant: feature editor;
at 8:15 in Roberts Auditorium. decided that unless more members makeup editor and apprentice; adThis company will also present
manager;
circulation
are added to the staff in the near vertising
Ben Johnson's Volpone Monday future the Anchor will be obliged manager and two assistants; exevening, October 23.
to reduce publication to two issues change manager; secretary.
The Reyes-Soler Ballet -Espanol per month. A shutdown could posThe feature editor is responsible
from Madrid will perform on Wed- sibly follow.- This decision was for all material in the paper which
nesday, November 8. This com- made only after long thought and
is not considered strictly factual,
pany, directed by Ramon de los with much regret.
such as reviews of lectures and
Reyes and Lola Soler, is on its
The shortage of staff members plays, etc. He assigns these stories
second American tour and. will
is not a· new problem for this to the reporters, edits their copy
show many of the colorful aspects publication. Each year the number and approves it for printing.
of Spanish dance.
The makeup editor is responsible
of reliable members on our staff
Peter Nero, the popular pianist
dwindles to a h1;mdful midway for the layout of all pages of the
who is well-known for creating his
through the first semester thereby paper with the exception of the
own arrangements, will be on the
putting an unreasonable burden on sports page which is the responsiRhode Island College campus on
the remaining workers who must bility of the sports editor.
December 4.
A ne_w production of "Barber of
Seville" in English will be present-,
ed on February 16 by the Turnau
Opera Company.
The Houston Sympony, conducted by Andre Previn, is a one hundred piece orchestra on its first'
national tour. Their appearance
here on May 8, is their only New
England appearance.
RIC students are admitted free
of charge to each of these perfor- ',
mances. In past years, these ap-;
pearances have been sold out and'.
students are urged to secure their
tickets early - before they are.;
sold to the _public. Tickets for_
Romeo and Juliet and Volpone can
be obtained at the Roberts box
office on Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday of this week'
and Monday of next week. The_
hours of the box office are posted
and students are requested to present I.D.s when securing their
Class of 1971 Wins Homecoµling
float •competition. Sisters of
tickets.
Rho Iota Chi shown won organizational competition.

GioPontiExhibit
Opensat Adams
"The Genius of Gio Ponti", an
exhibit of the contemporary Italian architect-desginer's
work was
opened Tuesday, October 10 at
3 p.m. with a coffee hour in the
art gallery of the James P. Adams
Library on the campus of Rhode
Island College.
This is the first New England
showing of the nationally touring
exhibit, and is being sponsored
jointly by the Rhode Island Chapter of th.e American Institute of
Architects and Rhode Island College.
The exhibit, which will run
through October, features both the
utilitarian
and the decorative,
running from bathroom fixtures to
ceramic design. Other •phases of
the multiversed
show include
silverware, furniture, architecture
and architectural renderings.
Electronic music and slide pre-sen ta tions are also a part of the
exhibit.
The ·showing of the works by
the 75 year old architect from
Milan, Italy is being sponsored
nationally by the Univers~ty of
California af Los Angeles.
The exhibit is open to the public
with no admission charged.
Hours are 8
to 10 p.m.
daily;· 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays
and 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Sundays.

a.m:

Comingto HI [
Oct. 19 - RIC Chaplaincy Program, "Image and Authority" a discussion of student attitudes.
Mr. Mariano Roderiques, Jr., Moderator. Mann Auditorium,
1:00
p.m.
Oct. 21 - Fine Arts Program.
National Shakespeare
Company.
Romeo and Juliet
by William
Shakespeare. Roberts Auditorium,
8:00 p.m.
Oct. 23 - Fine Arts Program.
National Shakespeare
Company.
Volpone by Ben Jonson. Roberts
Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
Oct. 24 - Wind Ensemble Recital. Mary E. Dunn, Oboe (program to be announced)
Litt
Theatre, Roberts Hall 1:00 p.m ..
ALSO
Nov. 3 -:- Junior Class Ring
Dance, Music--by th·e Frank Proccacini Trio. Cliff Walk Manor,
Newport, 8:00 p.m.
Nov. 3 - RIC Art Department.
New England Craft Exhibition first judged exhibit on campus.
Art Gallery, Adams Library. open
to the public.

BAILEY

OF EXPRESSION"

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE

RIC Fine Arts Series To
Present 'Romeo and Juliet'
The Fine Arts Series of Rhode
Island College, under the direction
of Dr. ·Raymond Picozzi, has been
scheduled for the 1967-1968 season. In past years, only four attractions have been offered to students but this year, five are to be
presented.
To start this season, the Nation-

FREEDOM

on a ,dial.

Meet the Faculty:

Visiting Professor Dr. Estabrooks
Authority On ESP and Hypnotism
by Jane Driscoll
first he thought that hypnotism
New to Rhode Island College consisted of arranged devices to
and its Psychology Department
trick the audience. Then, Dr. Estathis year is Dr. George H. Esta- brooks says, "The thing sort of
brooks, visiting ·professor of psy- caught my eye and I .decided it
chology and one of the authorities wasn't all bunk." He then started
on Hypnotism and ESP. Dr. Esta- reading all the material available
brooks was invited to RIC by Dr._ on the subject and became interVirginio L. Piucci, Dean of Pro- ested in' the military aspects of
fessional Studies.
hypnotism in regard to intelliBorn in St. Johns, New Bruns- gence work. He outlined this work
wick, Canada, Dr. Estabrooks be- in his book, Hypnotism.
came a naturalized United States
After his discharge from the
citizen in 1933. He graduated from Army in June, 1916, he entered
St. John's High School in June, Acadia University at Wolfville,
1914 and entered the army that Nova Scotia, Canada. He cho.se
August. It was in the army that Acadia because of Dr. Cutler, the
he first became interested in hyp- President of Acawa at that time.
notism. As an officer he had a Dr. Cutler was one of the leading.
slight-of-hand act to entertain the American authorities in the field
troops during WWI. At this time, of hypnotism.
Dr. Estabrooks saw an act which
In 1920, after graduating from
used hypnotism and decided to in- Acadia as a Rhodes Scholar, Dr.
elude this material into his act. At Estabrooks entered Exeter College

at Oxford, England. After four
years of graduate work at Exeter,
he took diplomas in Anthropology
·and Education. The only available
courses in psychology were those
included under education. In 1926,
Dr. Estabrooks took his Ph.D.' in
Psychology at Harvard University.
While at Harvard, he was under
scholarship for work in the area of
psychic research. It was directly
due to this research that Extrasensory Perception, as a study,
was born in 1925. In 1927, Dr.
Estabrooks wrote the first article
on ESP.
After completing his work at
Harvard, Dr. Estabrooks taught
for one year at Springfield College
in Springfield, Mass. as a professor
of psychology. Dr. Cutten, who
was president of Colgate University, invited him to Colgate where
DR. ESTABROOKS

Page

s

The makeup editor's apprentice
is trained throughout the year so
that he may assume the makeup
duties when the editor is ill or
when he graduates.
The advertising manager coordinates all advertising and, most
especially, is the liaison between
the Anchor and our national advertising agency in New York.
The circulation manager is responsible for the delivery of the
Anchor to all buildings on campus,
and for the mailing of copies of
the Anchor to the board of
trustees and to other subscribers.
The exchange manager mails
the Anchor each week to all colleges with which we have an
In return
exchange agreement.
these colleges mail us their publications. In this manner, we are
constantly
aware of events on
campuses around the nation.
All of the above positions are
important and must be assumed by
those who can be relied upon to
fulfill their responsibilities.
The Anchor must have help if
it is to continue weekly publication. Anyone interested
in any
position mentioned above should
contact the editor immediately.

S,enator
P'ellOpens
RIC HistoryP'rogram
The Hon. Claiborne Pell gave
the opening address, as the Rhode
Island College History Colloquia
series began its second year last
Saturday.
An audience of more than 500
Rhode Island area high school
students attended, as Sen. Pell
spoke on "The makings of United
States Foreign Policy."
The Rhode Island democrat, a
former member of the American
diplomatic corps, and currently a
member of the Senate Foreign
Relations
Committee,
keynoted
the nine lecture series on American Foreign policy which will
continue through May.
The lecture was held ~at 9:30
a.m. in the auditorium of Horace
Mann Hall.
The Rhode Island College History department colloquia attracts
students from more than 50 area
high schools.

Junior Dance To Be
Held in Newport
"Moonlight and ·Roses" is the
romantic theme of this year's Junior Class Ring Dance, which will
be held at the Cliff Walk Manor
in Newport on Friday, November
3. Music will be provided by the
Frank Proccaccini Trio. The evening ,commences with an eight-tonine cocktail hour. The Festivities
will' continue until 1 :00 a.m.
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ED·/TORIALS
Not Even A Posse ...
Once again, the Anchor must devote at
least one editorial in its publication year
to the parking problem. Our able administrators would probably tell us there is no
parking problem, and they would be telling
the subjective truth,. for there is no problem in this area, for them.
We suggest that the major administra-

tors at this College, who have reserved
parking spaces, give up these spaces just
for a week. Once they have taken part in
the circus led by the campus cops and
searched for spaces not even a posse could
find, maybe they will come down to earth
and work for a solution to the problem of
"The non-existent parking space at RIC."

A Plea For Help
As noted in our front page story, the
Anchor once again finds itself in dire need
of help. The burdens of our newspaper
should not be assumed by a small number
of people who yearly put their college
careers in jeopardy because they are overworked putting out the Anchor.
This newspaper serves several thousand
students and others on the campus, and yet
a glance at our masthead on this page shows

how very few of them are willing to work
up a sweat to put it out.
This year the Anchor will lose the editor, sports editor, and business manager, ail
of whom are seniors. These positions will
have to be filled by people not afraid of responsibility and work. For the sake of the
future of the Anchor and the College which
it serves, we hope that soon we shall find
enough such people to keep it alive.

Dear Editor:
In regards to this week's report
on the freedom schools, I am confused. Was the reporter ;writing
on the panel that was held in
Mann or Mr. Raboy's class? If he
was reporting on the conference
in Mann, I have some doubts as
to his awareness of the speakers
Crom and
since Mr. Kenneth
Father Shelton were not present,
but the Rev. Mackinnon White
Park Church
from Washington
where one of the freedom schools
is being held. Even the press was
aware of this fact. If the reporter
was covering only_ Mr. Raboy's
class this fact should have been
mentioned and not· the insinuation
that he was covering both.
JoAnn Pinault '68

Our National Frustration
As the Vietnam war continues, the frus- dragging the Vietnam war ever-onward to
tration and disillusionment of the American a point of no return.
people also continues. Never in our counAt any rate, it "is not difficult for anyone
try's history have so many of the nation's · with average intelligence to see that our
citizens been so upset by the involvement
nation is divided in many respects on the
of their nation in a war which seems as if question of how to settle the Vietnam war.
it may go on forever.
The 1968 elections are close at hand and
This weekend, thousands of demonstraperhaps the nation's lawmakers will settle
tors will once again voice their opposition
down and work for a prompt solution when
to our struggle in Asia by marching on the day for balloting draws near. A cynical
Washington.
·remark, we admit, but thousands of AmeriSeveral nights ago, one freshman con- cans have lost ·their lives or limbs in a cause
gressman made the comment that demon- that is vague and endless.
strations such as the one in Washington
Our nation's leaders owe it to the selfless
will not significantly change the minds or
in Vietnam to work for a solution to
men
attitudes of the present Administration. He
now. Hanoi has not been cooperawar
the
concontends that individual talks with
peace feelers; they too have
our
to
tive
gressional representatives is much more efuncompromising.
and
vague
been
ficacious in changing· the attitudes of the
All this makes us wonder just how long
nation's lawmakers.
Perhaps the hippie movement in the men will continue to kill and maime each _
United States is a reflection of the disgust other. How many nations must be brought
the younger generation has for its double- to their knees in fruitless wars before man
talking politicians in Washington who are will learn that war is futil~?

-------------I 'T~leO
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Editor

to the

Letters

Dear Editor:

Recently, there has been a large
amount of discussion about the
the juvenile
that
discourtesies
generation and the older generaupon onetion have rendered
another. However, I've seen no one
these
in investigating
interested
phenomena. I wish
extraordinary
to give my theories on the cause
of this behavior.
Now I know very well that
there have been (and will always
be) great discussions and informal
lectures about the condition of the
food served at Donovan Dining
Center, and thus I will not make
about its
any boring statements
durability, poise (in a standing or
sitting position), aroma, and abilPage 5
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At The RIC Graduate School Chaplains'
Corner"HO·W TO SUCCEED
by Lynnann

Loveless

programs, however, comprise the
Enough already! Rhode Island
graduate division of the present, College students
apathetic?
Of
not of the future.
course they are! Partially because
Dr. Jack L. Larsen, acting Dean they are overloaded with classof Graduate Studies, spoke of room requirements, and partially
R.I.C.'s graduate division of the because they enjoy drinking coffee
future. Such a division will offer and watching "Mission Impossia Master of Arts degree. Plans ble." However, there is one furare already in progress for an M.A. ther reason for this apathy.
in History and Mathematics, an<;l Some of the Rhode Island Colprograms in other subject areas lege students have become deeply
are being considered. The gradu- disturbed about the present sitate division of the future will also uation in South Providence; they
have more full time graduate stu- have some clear insights into the
dents. Dr. Larsen is particularly inequities that exist in housing,
interested in the growth of the education and job opportunities for
division and spoke of it enthusi- Negroes in Providence, but have
astically. The graduate division found the situation overwhelmingwhich originated
in the early ly _complex, and opportunities for
1'920's and which granted its first meaningful
action
nonexistent.
two master's degrees in 1924 has Therefore they have returned to
become increasingly interested in the Coffee Klutching Ceremonies
attracting more full time students. where they bemoan student !i.At present there are aapproxi- pathy and discuss the war, racial
mately 70 full time graduate stu- turmoil and that they are apathe-

At Rhode Island College there
are approximately 2,000 graduate
students most of whom are on
campus from 4:15-9:15 p.m. Some
are part time students and some
are full time. Many are teachers.
Some are not. But all of these
"4:15 people" are working toward
advanced degrees.
R.I.C.'s graduate division offers
them a wide choice of degrees, such
as, Master of Education, Master
of Arts in Teaching, and the Certificate
of Advanced
Graduate
Study beyond the master's degree.
The CAGS ma,Y also be earned
through a cooperative sixth-year
program with the University of
Connecticut and Boston University. The division also offers ;programs leading to the degrees of
Bachelor of Science in School
Nurse-Teacher
Education
and
Bachelor of Science in VocationalIndustrial Arts Education. These GRADUATE

SCHOOL

Page

by Janet LePage

I recently had the pleasure of
interviewing Mr. Gordon Halliday,
a junior here at RIC, about his
role in the musical comedy How
to Succeed in Business Without
Really Trying. In the play pre-

sently being produced by the Barrington Players, Mr. Halliday portrays the leading man, Mr. J.
Pierrepont Finch who, influenced
by a book entitled "How to Succeed in Business", decides that
window washing will no longer be
his trade he's going to get
ahead. Mr. Finch molds every
situation to his advantage, never
lying, but never telling a full-truth
either. One of his "situations" is
a secretary by the name of Miss
Hedy LaRue whose "particulars"
are 39-22-38. She complains that
she can't even pick up a pencil
with confidence." Another is the
company
secretary,
Rosemary,
5 CHAPLAINS' CORNER
Page 5 who wants to be loved by a man
she can respect - meaning the
neglectful Mr. Finch. She sees
him as a man with " ... a sort of
noble courage, yet deep down he's
sort of helpless." Bud Frump, the
nephew of the president of the
f~m, is Finch's only obstacle. He
tells Finch; "Any plans to rise
and you'll be pretty tired of seeing
the seat of my pants." A rather
frustrating obstacle at that!
This is Mr. Halliday's first time
with the Barrington Players, one
ped for the assigned mission. You'll
of the most successful theatre
be trained to fly exciting aircraft.
groups in the state. He first heard
Just examples. There are so
of the production through a newsmany more.
paper notice and tried out for it
Wouldn't it be pretty nice to enshortly after his return from New
joy officers' pay and privileges?
And serve your country, as well?
York. There, he had been one of
Also, you get retirement benefits,
five representatives.
from New
30 days' paid vacation, medical
E;ngland in the American Broadand dental care.
casting audition for 32 scholarB.Sc. Very impressive letters.
ships and alternate
scholarships
Now,do something with them.
to the American Academy of Dramatic Arts. Mr. Halliday commented, "More than 3500 auditions
were held in New York. From among more than 35,000 ap;plicants

TheAirForce
doesnwant
't to
wasteyourBachelor
ofScience
Degree
anymorethanyoudo.
B. Sc. Those letters have an Impressive sound.
But they won't be so impressive
' if you get shunted off into some
obscure corner of industry after
you leave college. A forgotten man.
You want activity. You want to
iet in there and show your stuff.
All right. How do you propose to
doit?
If you join the United States Air
Forceyou'll become an expert fast.

The Air Force is like that. They
hand you a lot of responsibility fast.
Through Officer Training School
you get a chance to_ specialize
where you want ... in the forefront
of modern science and technology.
Suppose, for example, you
wanted to become a pilot and serve
as aircraft commander on airplane
crews. You'd plan missions and
insure that the aircraft is pre-flighted, inspected, loaded and equip-

Dr. Estabrooks
(Continued

from

page

1)

he stayed for 37 years from 1927
to 1964. He was chairman of the
psychology department at Colgate
from 1935 to 1964 when re returned at the age of 68. He then
taught psychology fori 2 years at
State University of N. Y. at Oswego, N. Y., followed by a year at
Monmouth College, Monmouth III.
During the last 6 years, Dr.
Estabrooks interest in hypnotism
has changed from his original
work in its uses for the military
to its applications
in student
counseling. He is also interested in
student attitudes towards world
problems. He feels, that the youth
of today, especially here in America, have a tremendous untapped
potential that lacks only in direction. Currently, he is working on a
project with the help of one of his
classes that he has worked on at
other colleges.
Dr. Estabrooks put it this way,
"What I want them to do for me
is to write a constitution for American youth. 'A declaration of purpose' using democratic dynamics
in a clear cut statement.'' Such a
constitution would incorporate the
ideals and democratic ideas of students and will be a statement
which they will write themselves
and which they will accept: Dr.
Estabrooks said that it has been
very successful at other colleges.
"Not only have the students enthusiastically accepted the constitution but their superiors have
also," emphasized Dr. Estabrooks.

• • •

"

I was one of the sixteen who received alternate scholarships to the
Academy.'' He is giving serious
thought to attending the Academy
next year.
Mr. Halliday is also a RIC
Theatre memlier and he played
the part of Jacques Casanova last
year in the play Cami.no Real.
His portrayal
of J. Pierrepont
Finch should be ·equally exciting.
Incidentally, his co-star in How
to Succeed in Business is Mr.
Walter Covell, the head of the
new educational television channel
36, here ·at RIC. Mr. Covell has
appeared
in many productions
with the Sock & Buskin and
Trinity Square Players and has
also been featured· in many television series. The play is being
directed by Miss Catherine Calvo
who is one of the founders of
Trinity Square.
How to Succeed in Business
Without Really Trying should be
a very entertaining comedy since
it ran on Broadway for three and
a half years and won the Pulitzer
Prize in 1962. Tha Barrington
Players will present it on Friday
and Saturday, October 27 and 28
at 8:00 p.m. at the Barringt9g__
High School.
It
really
sounds
great!
I
wouldn't miss it for the world!

Despite
fiendishtorture
dynamicBiCDuo
writesfirst time,
everytime!
Brc's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again in
unending war against
ball-point skip, clog and
smear. Despite horrible
punishment by mad
scientists, BICstill writes
first time, every time.
And no wonder. Bic's
"Dyamite" Ball is the
hardest metal made,
encased in a solid brass
nose cone. Will not skip,
clog or smear no matter
what devilish abuse is
devised for them by
sadistic students. Get
the dynamic BICDuo at
your campus store now.

f;t:09
WATERMAN-DIC
PENCORP,
MILFORD,
CONN.
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,. She called ii:her "burningH
poem.Arid it was. It helped
ignite a flame of opposition_to
child labor throughout America.
"My quatrain was literally
true," Sarah N. Cleghorn said.
"The mill I wrote about actually
stood in the mids·t of a golf
course."
Today the American people
owe a debt to people like Sarah
~. CleghorJ?._andLewis Hine, the
photographer. Without her, one.

writer said, ''the history of the
United States would have been a
different thing." Hine's
photography, showing children
working when they should have
been in school, "was more
responsible," the National Child
Labor Committee _said,"than all
other efforts in bringihg the need
to public attention.'~

We, the~-450,000 members qf
the InternatrQnal Ladies'
Garment Workus' Union, are\
proud of Sarah N. Cleghorn and
Lewis Hine.We are also proud
of our union which has taken a
leading part in the campaign to
outlaw child labor and to
improve wages and working
conditions.
Our s"ignature is the union
label, sewn into women's and
children's clothing. It is a symbol
of progress made; and more j
pro_gress to col_lle.

Send for 64-page publication with many historic photos.
Just examine your wardrobe,
find an
lLGWU label,
snip it and send
it to; Radio -City
Station, Box 583,
New York,
N.Y. 10019,
Dept. HD-17
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'Cuba Today' To Be

'Threepenny Opera' Continues·
At T'rinity Square Playhouse

Seen on Channel 36
A report on Cuba Today will be
seen on WSBE-TV, Channel 36,
on Monday, October 30, at 9:30
p.m. Filmed during a four-week
period in July and August, this
Program studies Castro's Cuba
and its "daily revolution" at first
hand. The dramatic event of this
period was the meeting of the
Organization of Latin American
States, bringing together radicals
from around the Western Hemisphere for an exercise in revolutionary rhetoric. However, the program permeates the mood of the
island, where the cause is communism and the encouragement of
guerrilla warfare throughout the
continent.
Three programs of interest to the
artistically
minded are on the
schedule this same week. On Mon-

The Trinity Square Repertory
Company production of the Bertolt Brecht-Kult Weill memorable
musical, "The Threepenny Opera,"
opened the resident professional
theatre's Fifth Anniversary Season
to wide critical acclaim. Presented
at the Trinity Square Playhouse,
7 Bridgham Street, the musical
continues its scheduled engagement through Saturday, November
4.

The celebrated

(Continued

from page 3)

dents. There ·are also 17 full time
graduate students on fellowships
in Special Education and 7 full
time graduate students on assistantships in the various departments of the college. As Rhode
Island College is expanding, so is
its graduate school.

satire,

Letter
(Continued
Avid Red Sox fans took their radios everywhere

last week.

from Page

Dr.Averhill
Speaks
OnGraduate
Work
Have you thought about going
to graduate school? Not only seniors, but other under-classmen
should
begin
immediately
to
think about doing graduate work.
Recently the members of Kappa
Delta Pi Education Honor Society
had the privilege of hearing Dr.
Donald C. Averill, a member of
Rhode Island· College's Education

_Anyonecan

■

N?t a te_lltalesmudge remains. A special surface permits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
era~er. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes

At StationeryDepartments.

·

at Donovan where I'll treat you to
a nickel's worth of hot water.)
instead I wish to make a request
to the authorities at Donovan. As
is state law on other harmful
products, could you add a small
tag or something, printed with the
phrase, "Caution, Donovan meals
may be hazardous to your health."
Sincerely,
William A. Pierce

Chaplains' Corner
( Continued

from page 8)

tic.
So to those of you who are awake, to those of you who are aware! May we invite you to action.
Today, Wednesday, October 18
at 3:00 P.M. in Craig Lee 103,
there will l;Je a meeting of students who are anxious to work
with VISTA volunteers for better
housing conditions in one of the
poverty pockets of Providence. If
you are one of those students considered apathetic, but one who is
aware of issues, and concerned,
come today with · sleeves rolled
up and ready for action.

-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
-~--;~
-~-~
--;~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
-~
Department, speak on the subject I -~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~
11
of graduate schools.
,
There are a number of quesHELICON NOW ACCEPTING
tions which a ,person planning on
doing graduate work should conSTUDENTMANUSCRIPTSFOR FALLISSUE
sider. Among these are: 1) What
WE AREALSO LOOKING FOR
are the objectives of graduate
work? 2) Who should go to gradARTWORK AND PHOTOGRAPHY
uate school? 3) How does one prePLEASE
pare for graduate work? 4) How
TURNWORK INTO
does one select a graduate school?
GARY RANDOLPH,BOB JACKSON
5) How does one gain admission to
graduate school? 6) How does one
OR THE HELICON OFFICE.
finance graduate education? 7)
What can one expect in graduate
school? Dr. Averill explained these
questions and helped us to perceive their implications. The main
objective of graduate work is to
provide basic training and experience in research. When one thinks
of the people who attend graduate school a picture of the A student immediately comes to mind,
but students with lower grad~s are
also capable of success in graduate work. Dr. Averill interestingly
noted that not only is a broad
cultural background necessary for
graduate work, but also the practical skills of reading, writing, and
typing. Equally important, if not
more so, is the ability to use the
English language accurately. It is
important for students to start
thinking about graduate school
early in tneir college years. Deciding on a graduate school and
being aware of its requirements
are important to the student who
plans to do graduate work. Dr.
Averill's
concluding
statement
was one which we should keep in
mind not only in our plans for
attending
graduate- school, but
throughout our entire lives: "If
you set your goal for the stars,

THE

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper you
can erase that goof without a trace.
'

2)

ity to leap tall buildings in a
single bound. After all, everyone
at R.I.C. knows about the&#%$*
food! As one Donovan veteran so
aptly put it, "The coke here is the
best I ever chewed."
Now keeping the quality of the
food in mind, could you imagine
the reactions of ·a perfectly normal
friendly person once he has eaten
one of these luscious meals? Could
you blame the fellow for a bad
temperament, bad breath, and a
nervous smoking habit? Did you
ever wonder why so many people
appear to be smoking anyhow? I
have just made a startling discovery; chewing and eating their
cigarettes, cigars, and corn cob
pipes to avoid the meals at Donovan. (Now someone will have to
investigate tobacco's influence on
stomach and kidney cancer.)
My purpose in writing this letter is not to attempt to prompt an
administration investigation of the
food at Donovan; (if anyone is interested though, please contact' me

ir==~======================~•

day night, October 30, The Crea-,
tive Person will show the work of
Janpan's foremost puppeteer, Kinosuke. His puppets are in the
direct line of the ancient art of
stringed puppetry imported originCOMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
ally from China. Successive programs on Tuesday, October 31, at
Mr. Jean Price and Miss Francine Pickar of the junior class
7 and 7:30, show a world famous
have accepted ap,pointment as members of the College Operating
artist in glass at work, and one
Committee for Convocations.
of America's greatest photograCharles B. Willard
phers explaining the art of photoActing President
graphy.
John Burton, making his second
PLACEMENT
appearance on Channel 36, shows
Students who will be graduating in January are invited to
the steps in the creation of a vase
sign. up now for placement services. We are located in Roberts
and discusses how an artist comes
Hall, Room 114.
to know himself. Photography as
N.H.Paine
an art is discussed by Ansel
Placement Counselor
Adams in the first of a series
designed to increase the viewer's~===========================;;.'
appreciation of photography.

Graduate School

musical

directed by Adrian Hall, features
members of the Trinity Square
Acting
Company. Included
in
major roles are Richard kneeland,
Katherine Helmond, Robert van
Hooten, Marquerite Lenert, Le.ta
Anderson, Clinton Anderson, Barbara Orson and Ed Hall.
The 1967-68 season will also in:
elude: "Julius Caesar," "The Importance of Being Earnest," the
premiere of a new play, "The Lit-·
tle Foxes," and "Phaedra."

ANCHOR

NEEDS

RELIABLE
HELP!

IF

INTERESTED
CONTACT
THE

EDITOR

,Only E~t~-~---~-ak~;···c~}~asable.®
IATON PAP.ER
CORPORATION,
PITTSflELD,MASSACHUSETTS

you'll at least reach the moon.",

JJ.----------------------------
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EasternConnecticut
State MarsRICJoseph

Continues To Lead RIC
Homec,omingBy~eatingAnchormenS-0
As A. n ChO rlll en Bea t F·t
hburg
I C
by Fred Skidmore
3 :30. against Salem State College.
A highly skilled and well or- The Anchormen met Salem earlier

State thus,
this season
and be'at
4-1,
ganized Eastern
them prove
College
squad Connecticut
of Willimantic,
the rematch
sho1Jld
Connecticut blanked Rhode Island interesting.
College 5-0 at home in Saturday's
Homecoming game. The loss gives
the RIC hooters a 3-2 record in
the NESCA Conference while the
Willimantic team remains unbeaten in league competition.
Early Dominan(le

A first period goal by Vic Villacorta of Eastern
seemed to
dampen the Anchormen's spirit
and establish Eastern's
position
of dominance. Superb ball handling and aggressiveness combined
with excellent defense to completely contain the RIC offense.
The Anchormen booters seemed
constantly on the defensive as the
bulk of the action took place in
the vicinity of the RIC goal. Bob
Bishop, Eastern's goalie, !blocked
only twelve RIC attempts, while
RIC goalie, Dave Marzelli encountered 31 attempts as he allowed
five goals and made many brilliant
saves.

second

The Anchormen, as a whole,
placed second in the team competition with 63 points. Plymouth
State, the host team, won the
team championship with 52 points.
And, New England College, the
favorite to win the team honors,
placed third with 66 points.
The other places taken by Rhode
Island Co1lege were 11th, Charlie
Totoro; 14th, Ray Nelson; 18th,
Bob Bayha; and 19th, Fred Bayha.

Mike Fitzgerald and Don CharAnchorman .Bill Barney's efforts in a losing cause in the game
schla of Eastern exploded in the against league leaders, Eastern Connecticut State.
second and third periods, each recording two tallies to estalblish the
final score. A last ditch fourth
period effort by RIC hooters s~cFitchburg Meet
Eastern's
ceeded in containing
In a cross country meet in Fitoffensives but failed to contribute
chburg, Massachusetts, on Wednesa tally.
day, O:ctober 11, the RIC Harriiers
All who observed Saturday's
dealt Fitchburg State College a
game must agree that the individdecisive defeat by sweeping five
ual efforts of such players as
of the first six positions to down
Mario Amie!, Lionel Jean, and
the Falcons 17-48.
Dave Marzelli,
among others,
I hesitate to use this column tory of Rhode Island College Joseph Places
First
could not go unnoticed.
as a sounding board but something still no fans, very few, at -the
Jim Joseph led the RIC pack
RIC vs SALEM
about the RIC student body is games. The Anchormen are a fine by placing first. He ran the four
The Anchormen's
next home beginning to "bug me" .. In the exciting team to watch, They are 1 --------------game is tommorrow afternoon at past, I always thought that the winning some great games as
reason for poor attendance at the exemplified by a win over Gorham
Th:e box score:
RIC
E. Conn. State
soccer games was the fact that State on Saturday October 7. The
Bishop
Goal
Marzelli we have always had a losing team. RIC booters won that
game in
Bleveins
RFll
Although it is unfortunate, I can overtime in the waning seconds
Smith
LFB
Colardo understand
that no one likes to of play on a goal by Lionel Jean.
Hankinson
RHB
On Sunday, October 15, at noon,
Bishko
CHB
HaiR"h watch a loser. It's human nature,
OUTSTANDING PLAYERS
the First Annual North Eastern
Fit:zgerald
LHB
And, speaking of Jean. under- Intercollegiate
;:::
I suppose.
Spearfishing Meet
Almeida
OR
classmen really have something took place at Beaver Tail, JamesFOUR WINS
Villacorta
IR
Jean
Charschla
CF
Wade
colleges
However, things are different to look forward to in soccer at town. The participating
Leduc
IL
Samsion
RIC. Three newcomers have, in were Rhode Island College, Brown
Altieri
OL
Barney this year in regards to soccer at this writer's
opinion, made the University, UMass, UConn, URI,
now our team has
Goals: Villacorta, Fitzgerald 2, Charschla 2. RIC. Right
between
last year's and Central' Conn. College.
won four games and lost only as difference
R.I.C. swept all three trophies
many.
league competition the team. They are Jean, Brian SamAnchormen have three wins and son, and Mario Amie!. Samson and by an outstanding margin, winnJean
are
freshmen,
and,
thereing the team trophy with a total
two losses. I'd say that is a very
good record for a team that man- fore, will probably be around for of 66 pounds of tautog, a margin
aged to win only one game all some time. It will certainly be of 30 pounds over the second place
w L last season. It's quite an Hnprove- interesting to watch their develop- winner, Brown U. Ed Warnork, of
Team
0
Dirty Dozen I
2
ment ! ! And, I should think that ment. Amie!, who is a transfer R.I.C., won the trophy for the
1
0
Zeta Chi
I
1
individual
aggregate
~ozen III
the students at this college would student, and is playing for RIC largest
1
I
1
I
get a little curious as to why, for the first ti.me this year is a weight of fish with a total of 54
1
1
fine
all
around
competitor
that
it
pounds. He also won the trophy
suddenly, we have such a good
1
I
Untouchables
0
2
Dirty Dozen 11
soccer team. And, I should think certainly is a pleasure to watch. for the largest fish caught by an
0
2
Sigma Iota Alpha
His
fine,
accurate
kicking
is
individual, with a weight of 6
that this curiosity would lead
Individual Scoring
more and more people to attend enough to thrill even the most pounds and 9 oz. Bob Pingitore, of
T.D. Ex. PTS. TOTAL PTS.
Name
uninterested fan.
3
0
18
Pontarelli
R.I.C., caught the second largest
soccer games.
2
2
14
Telford
DESERVE SUPPORT
fish at 6 pounds and 5 oz. Profes2
O
12
Lagarski
In spite of the fact that we have
2
0
12
These three boys certainly -are sor R. Morse, of Brown U., had
Pompey
performing for us this year the
1
2
8
Law
fine competitors and, so are the the
0
6
1
Canestrari
aggregate
second
largest
greatest soccer team in the his1
0
6
Wnuk
rest of the squad, Jim Wade, weight of fish with a total of 18
Frank Short, Dave Colardo, Dave pounds 9 oz.
M a r z e 11 i ,
Dick
Lawrence,
R.I.C.'s team is donating the
Bob
Marchand,
Bob
Haigh,
team trophy to the school. HopeBill Barney, and the rest of the
fully the trophy will be on discrew. They are doing a fine job
play this week in the Student
of representing RIC on the soccer
Center.
field this fall and they definitely
435 Mount Pleasant A venue
deserve more support than they
are getting!
SCORING IN SOCCER
The next soccer game is tomor- COMPETITION UP TO OCT. 14.
SAVE 3¢ A GALLON
row afternoon at 3:30, at home.
Name
Goals Scored
The Anchormen will lbe meeting
ESSO Regular at 28. 9
Salem State College of Salem, up to Oct. 14.
ESSO Extra at 32.9
Massachusetts,
for the second Mario Amiel
5
time this season. RIC defeated Lionel Jean
3
defeated Salem on October 3, 4-1 Brian Samson
~
SAVE
SAVE
Why don't ~ou make it a point to Frank Short
2
be there?
Jim Wade
2

From the Sports Desk:

What's Wrong With Our
Student Body - No Curiosity?

mile' course in 21 minutes and 30
seconds to finish 100 yards ahead
of his teammate Ray Nelson who
placed second for the Anchormen.
Charlie Totoro, Bob and Fred
Bayha plac~d third, fifth, and
sixth, respectively, for the Anchormen.
Fitchburg's
Bob Huxley took
fourth place for the losing cause.
The other men scoring for the
Falcons placed in the eighth,
eleventh, twelveth, and thirteenth
positions. Therefore, the size of
the considerable margin was the
result of the five men who scored
for the Anchormen but also of the
three men who did not count in
the scoring but placed high enough
to push the Falcons back and thus
allow for the considerable margin
of victory. The three Anchormen
Quigley, McMahon and Beauchemin placed 7th, 9th, and 10th, r~spectively

Recreation Program
Will Begin Soon
An evening recreation program
open to all RIC students, male
and female, will be underway
soon at Walsh Gymn.
The schedule will be as wollows:
3 :00 to 4 :30 Mon. - Thurs.
6:45 to 9:45 Mon. - Wed.
The activities will be:

RICTakes
AllTrophie,s
In Spearfishing
Meet

~::::!

In

F oothall Intramural
Standings

1

Joseph, a freshman
at
Island College, took top
honors in the Plymouth Invitational Cross Country meet held in
Plymouth,
New Hampshire
on
Saturday,
October 14. In the
field of 75 runners from ten different schools, Joseph placed first by
running the 4.6 mile course in 30
minutes and 29 seconds. Coach
Taylor described the course as
one
of
the
toughest
the
Anchormen have run because it
was
literally
one hill after
another. In fact, according to Mr.
Taylor there were only 100 yards
out of the entire 4.6 miles that
were not hilly.
RIC places

.Barrage of Goals

·

,,.

n_1laceSecond ln Plymouth lnv,·tat,·o,nal.
£ii,,

P:s'.h
~r1:.

Lowest Price On Gas

VinnieDuva's·EssoStation

basketball
volleyball
badminton
gymnastics
trampoline
Karate club

Starting dates for the activities
will be announced at a later time.
In the meantime, the gym will be
open for individual use.

,.,.

NEW-

flND

SCHOLARS
BYCOMPUT
Last year $30 million in college schol•
arships went unclaimed - because no
qualified persons applied ••• because
no qualified
persons knew of them.
• Now ECS engineers and educators
hav.e programmed a high-speed C0':1•
puter with 700,000 items of scholastic
aid, worth .over $500 million, to permit
students to easily and quickly locate
scholarships
for which they qualify.
• The student fills· out a detailed, con•
fidential questionnaire and returns it to
ECS, with a one-time computer-processing fee of $15. In seconds the computer compares his qualifications
against
requirements of grants set up by foun•
dations, business, civic, fraternal, re•
ligious, and government organizations,
and prints a personalized
report to
the student telling him where and when
to apply for grants for which he qual•
ifies. Thousands of these do not depend
on scholastic standing or financial need.

r
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Letters

EDITORIALS

Dear Sir:

Are Demonstrations Necessary?
The Anchor has received several complaints about parking on the main access
road. Students have contended that last
year parking was allowed on this road
when the parking lots were filled to capacity and there was no where to park, yet
this year parking tickets are being given
out so frequently that it seems the campus
cops are running a raffle with themselves
as recipients of the prize.
It is ridiculous and inconsiderate of the
administration to expect students to park
in the lots at the other end of the campus
when they have classes in Alger or CraigLee. If parking was allowed on the main

access road last year, why is it not permitted again this year?
We strongly urge the administration to
take the campus police department in tow,
urging them to allow for extenuating circumstances in the matter of parking. There
is no valid reason for prohibiting parking
on the access road; there is ample room
for emergency vehicles as wide as a house
to negotiate the road safely.
If the present enforcement of parking
regulations cannot be made more realistic,
then the only recourse seems to be one of
the popular demonstrations complete with
placards which The Anchor will soon advocate, unless remedial measures are taken.

Champions In Every Respect
On a campus plagued with widespread
disinterest, RIC's athletes are a notable exception. Their accomplishments this year
have been spectacular by anyone's standards.
On Sunday, October 15, RIC took all
the trophies in the First Annual Northeastern Intercollegiate Spearfishing Meet held
at Jamestown. Competing in this meet
were teams from Brown, UMass, UConn,
URI and Central Connecticut State College.
That RIC should take all honors in this
meet says much for the members of the
spearfishing team from RIC.
On this level of athletic excellence is
our track team, which at this writing has a
10-2 record for the year. Jim Joseph,
leading his team to victory on many occasions, most notably at the Plymouth Invitational Cross Country Meet took top
honors supported admirably by his f ellow team members.

Most noteworthy, however, is our soccer team which has risen from a losing
team to one with a record of 5-5 this season.
This record is notable when we consider
that our soccer team plays every game with
practically non-existent support from the
two-thousand-plus students at RIC. For this
reason alone coach Ed Bogda and his spirited booters deserve wholehearted praise.
The Anchor, therefore, pleads with the
RIC community, students and faculty alike,
to actively support our able teams by being
consistent spectators at league games. How
long can the morale of our athletes remain
high without visible support from the College community? Even at home games, a
herd of elephants could find seats with no
trouble at all.
To our athletes we say: keep up the
good work! You have played your hearts
out and are champions in every respect.

Reading P'eriod Should Be Extended
The reading period at RIC is much too
brief, and serves no useful purpose for students preparing for final exams. A period
of one day in which to review for one or
two exams leaves the student tense and
probably not sufficiently ready to place his
index on the line.
At most Colleges and Universities, such

to the

as Brown University, the reading period is
three days, ample time for exam preparation.
We urge the administration to study this
facet of scheduling at the earliest possible
time so that students may gain the most
from their courses by being afforded the
opportunity of ample study time.

This letter is directed towards
each and every person on this
campus. If you wish to read an insulting letter, read on.
My opinion of you is that you
are an apathetic,
unconcerned,
uncommitted individual with lit.tie or no trace of feeling for your
college.
Out of over twenty-eight hundred students and adults on this
campus, only at most two hundred
people are participating
in anything. By anything, I mean activities such as the theatre, sports,
lectures, debates, and campus employment to name but a few. If
anyone can honestly give me a
list of two hundred and one people who are actively involved in
extra-curricular
activities, I will
present you with the award for
the most exhaustive research ever
conducted in the United States.
In fact, I challenge anyone to
answer my letter, whether or not
he gives his name. It would be
very funny, if I received only two
hundred letters!
My theory is that you don't care.
You identify yourself with a class,
only as far as the numerals on
your I.D. Even- then, you don't
identify with "the" class, but only

Editor

with "a" class. You don't care
about different organizations on
campus; organizations that represent RIC. You don't care about
some twenty soccer players who
go out on a cold field to win a
game for RIC. It's very disheartening to play a home game with
not even cheerleaders goading you
on, and the audience cheering the
visitors. But what do you care?
It's no skin off your nose! It's too
bad if all other college students
snicker at RIC morale. It's not
your business. I imagine you think,
"What do I have to do; feel some
sort of silly patriotism towards
RIC?"
And how about the "Students'
Voice?" People are always complaining about the Anchor never
voicing the opinions of the selfelected voices of the student body.
1?ut how many of these people
ever write the Anchor aibout their
opinions? You talk of student power, and yet you do little about
using one of the most important
tools of student power. But you
don't care' Well, you won't have
to "not care" very much longer.
Apparently, due to lack of student
support, the Anchor is floundering
on the brink of its doom.
William A. Pierce
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IDG;HER EDUCATION

WEEK IN RHODE ISLAND

Governor John Chafee has proclaimed the week of October
29 through November 4 to be Higher Education Week in Rhode
Island. All of Rhode Island's 15 colleges and universities are cooperating to bring the story of higher education to the people
of the state during this week.
committee
Rhode Island College through a_ faculty-student
comprised of Dr. Nancy Sullivan, Chairman, Dr. Robert Comery,
Dr. Frank Correia, Miss Mary Davey, Dr. Myron Lieberman,
Dr. Eleanor McMahon, Dr. Carol Ravena!, and Miss Kathleen
Ezovski, have announced plans for Rhode Island College's participation in observance of the week.
On, Sunday, October 29, from 2 to 5 p.m., the College will
hold an Open House for all the citizens of the state. The Gold
Key Club will provide official hosts, and other students will be
asked to help with specific activities.
On Wednesday, November 1, at 1 p.m., in the Alumni
Lounge, Mr. Jason Blank will conduct a colloquium on Institutional Research for Decision Making in Higher Education. All
are welcome to this meeting.
All faculty will participate in an academic convocation in
Roberts Auditorium on Thursday, November 2, at 2 p.m. The
main speaker will be Dr. Thomas F. Pettigrew, Associate Professor of Social Psychology at Harvard University, who will
speak on "Race and Education."
Watch your local newspapers for information about the
programs on other campuses. I shall be grateful if all faculty
and students will cooperate to make our observance of the week
successful.
Charles B. Willard
Acting President

'Romeo and Juliet'

Highly Competent. Performance
Marred By Inattentive Audience
thony Ristoff's characterizations
of Peter, another of Juliet's servants. Essentially a comic but secondary role, Mr. Ristoff lit up the
stage in his few scenes and was
rewarded with a warm response
from the audience.
On the technical side there was
much to praise. An ingenious set,
composed of several flights of
balconies,
stairs and graduating
provided a functional background
for the action. It provided for an
economy movement and at the
same time was sufficient as scenery because of its ornamental design. Excellent lighting, appropriate to the mood of the scene also
added a great deal to the play.
The tasteful use of music was another plus on the side of the technical crew.
The action scenes in the play
were well done and were sufficiently realistic. All the choreography, in fact, was highly functional, believable and deserving
of praise.
Thus, there was much to be appreciated in the performance even
though it didn't reach everyone in
Robert's Hall.

Scene from 'Romeo and Juliet'
By Bob Carey

Last Staurday afternoon a highly competent production of Romeo
and Juliet by the National Shakespeare Company was marred by
audiimmature
an inattentive,
composed
ence. The audience,
chiefly of what appeared to be
school students, whisgrammar
the
during
incessantly
pered
STUDENT TEACHING
course of the play. Because of
Lists of all students who have applied for student teaching
this several dramatic highlights
are posted in the Student Center and !:>Utside Clarke-Science
of the play were last and the
101-2. If your name does not appear on that list, you will not be
tragic mood of the last scene was
considered an applicant for student teaching this coming sedestroyed. Much credit is to be
mester. The final deadline for the filing of applications availgiven to the performers for conable in the Office of Student Teaching (CBS -101-2) is Monday,
tinuing their performances in such
October 30, at 4 p.m. No applications will be accepted ~ter that
a professional manner.
date!
There were many highlights to
Any student whose name appears on the lists but who does
the play; notably on the technical
not now intend to do student teaching this spring should notify
side and in the acting in the supthe Office of Student Teaching of this fact immediately.
porting roles.
Eleanor M. McMahon
The two lead roles were filled
Coordinator of Student Teaching
competently by Curt Williams as
Romeo and Dana Ivey as Juliet.
I found Williams portrayal of ReBETTY & BOBBI------------,
meo very rewarding. The role was
played in a fun-loving, care-free
manner and it presented a new
dimension to the much misused
character of Romeo. Dana Ivey,
although suffering from a sore
throat, managed to carry her part
cast was
The supporting
1-----------------------------1 well.
technical noted that Richard Stern, musical filled with several surprises both
minor
Disregarding
difficulties, an unstable platform, director for the company, had coCOMMUNITY NOTICES
and poor quality programs, Satur- ordinated the music for Richard
of Burton's Hamlet.
performance
evening
day's
An open house will be held on
Because of the audience's reac- the campus of Rhode Island ColRomeo and Juliet faired much
better than the afternoon's. Prior tion to Alex Panas's interpretalege, Sunday, October 29, from
we spoke tion of Mercutio, we took the op- 2-5 p.m. The public is invited to
to the performance,
briefly with Curt Williams, who portunity of speaking with Mr. visit the Mt. Pleasant Ave. camportrayed the title role of Romeo. Panas after the performance. Cap- pus in conjunction with Higher
the 'Education Week.
He appeared to be in a trance tivated by his personality,
our questions; audience had loudly applauded,
while answering
however, this may have been his and after the play, we soon real- lr-------.-~-r,- ..-~---;;---.,..
method of preparing for his part. ized that the two personalities
When questioned about the re- had much in common. He deaction of the first audience to scribed Mercutio as a very "huRomeo and Juliet, he replied that morous" yet "sardonic" character
the earlier audience had been who can easily be considered a
Both
for Hamlet."
young and immature. He felt that "pre-study
the language of the play might were men of wit who condemned
"romance and words" yet both
have caused the inattentiveness.
He spoke of his part as being were "romantics and poets." Their
"enjoyable" yet, at the same time, actions were "antithetical to their
stated that his part as Festo, the beliefs."
He also stated that Mercutio is
clown, in Twelfth Night was much
to portray
more challenging. Twelfth Night, an easier character
the first play of their tour, was than Romeo for with Mercutio it
performed in Maine the previous is simple to allow for the "full
release of your personality." This,
week.
When leaving, Mr. Williams he feels, is not possible with the
role of Romeo, and hence, Romeo
R. I. AUDITORIUM
is a more challenging role. Only
ART CALENDAR
when you become the character
SAT., NOV. 4 • 8:30 P.M.
Rhode Island College (Adams on stage can you hope to "better
Tickets: $5, $4, $3, $2
Library) -· The Genius of Gio the acting."
ALL SEATS RESERVED
Ponti, nationally touring exhibit
At this point, we quoted RoOn Sale Now at: Box Office, or
of works by the contemporary meo's "I care more to stay than
Avery Piano - Weybosset St., Carl's
contin- to leave," however Mr. Panas's
Italian architect-designer
Diggin's - 759 N. Main St., MAIL
ues through October.
bus was departing and so we said
ORDERS: enclose stamped, self addHours: 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily; goodnight
but only after a
ressed return envelope with check or
money order to: R. I. Auditorium
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays; 2 p.m. guarantee of an interview after
1111 N. Main St., Providence, R. I.
to 10 p.m. Sundays.
Volpone.

A Talk With The
Shakespearean ·Actors
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good and bad. One disappointment
was Mary Jane Wells' characterization of Juliet's nurse. This character, one· of Shakespeare's colorcreations,
down-to-earth
ful,
seemed to lose something in this
particular performance. Many of
her lines could not be heard but
the fault may once again have
been with the unruly audience.
Pleasant surprises were to be
found also in three other supporting roles. Alex Panas, as Mercutio, stole the first half of the play
with his lively performance. His
gay performance was founded on
a lust for life which was communicated to the audience in his
every line and gesture. I also admired Robert Cambell's Benvolio.
This character came across as the
true friend of Romeo, which is
his importance in the play. The
surprise, howmost unexpected
ever, came in the form of An-

I;:;:==============
TO ALL STUDENTS
Last Chance to have
ID pictures taken
Thurs., Oct. 26 - 10-4
Oct. 27 - 10-4
Fri.,
Student Senate Room

I
WINNER
AWARD
ACADEMY

"IT MAY BE THE
MOST IMPORTANT
FILM EVER MADE

We are always being told that a work of
art cannot change the course of history.
I think this one might. It should be
.screened everywhere on earth."

. *'
,,

-JCenndh T~

l.ondon Olllffllff

"Fascinating ... graphic ... horrifying ..•
fearful and forceful ... smashing simula•
tion of catastrophic reality."
-Bosley Crowther, N, Y, Time•

and 9:10
NIGHTLYAT 7:40-9:10- SUNDAYAT.3:10-4:40-6:10-7:40
-

ADDED OUTSTANDING SHORT SUBJECTS -

"CHICKAMAUGA"

and "OVERTURE"

ENGAGEMENT
EXCLUSIVE
ONLY
ONEWEEK
31
25thru OCT.
OCT.
ADMISSION $1.50 - Students with ID Cards $1.00
For Additional Information, Group Arrangements,
Contact Everett Rancourt c/o AVON CINEMA 421-3315
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Irresistible Urge To Leave
Created. By DFS Films
By Betty Filipelli and

Boobi Abowitt

On October 18, at 7:15 PM,
Amos Lecture Hall began to fill
very slowly. "Harlem Wednesday"
The Distinguised
Film
Series
presentation
was about to begin.
Supported by jazz background, the
film ,proceeded to depict typical
scenes of a day in Harlem. Childlike drawings by Gregori Prestopino flashed rapidly or· slowly
across the screen as the music
demanded. A cyclical pattern of
colors: black ,and white, gold, blue,
pink, blue, gold, and black and
white again was instrumental
in
extending the message.
Monotony· to End"!}rance
After the first minute of the
film, ·it was simple to anticipate
what would oc:cur in the remaining
nine minutes. The total effect of
this film was nothing more than a
monotonous study of anyone's life.
For a film of this type, nothing
informative
about Harlem
was
conveyed. The scenes depicted
could have. occurred in any city,
in any state, anywhere in America.
If "Harlem Wednesday" was a
study in monotony then "Lucky
Jim" must have surely been the
ultimate study in endurance. The
condition of the film on the reel
and the inadequate sound system
·detracted greatly from what could
have been an enjoyable movie. The
photography
was poor and the
theme song contibuted little. By
seven forty-five, half the audience
exited. Although .most of the dialogue was incoherent, those of us
who remained wer~ able to enjoy
the small bits of comic relief scattered throughout the movie.
Merrie Revolt
"Lucky Jim" is a histo-ry teacher
in a London university who is unalble to esca,pe from pompous trad-

From The
Dark Corn_ers
By Remmie Brown
The Humanities
105 lecturers
have really got the hang of the
game now. The game is called
"Stump the Students". It is very
easy to play. First the lecturers
move their mouths and pretend to
give a lecture (we surmise that
this is what they are doing). Second, the students pretend to hear
every word, which is quite a feat
in itself. Needless to say, note
taking is kept down to a minimum.
Fear not, all is not lost. For, I
am quite sure that this semester's
Humanities lectures will be a big
boom to the Drama Society.

* * *
Anyone for a slightly burnt
draft card? -This card entitles the
holder· to free membership in a
very. elite organization. You ask
what the advantages are in being
a member? Well let's see. You'll
be taught how to perform mass
murders at the cheapest possible
price, and with the finest of
equipment. You'll be taught how
to bomb hospitals and schools, and
kill women and children. You will
be taught many other ,things too,
that will make you a useful member of society.
What's this? You don't want
to be member?
How can you turn down such
an offer???

ition. Although inexperienced, he
is expected to deliver a lecture on
"Merrie England". Events in the
film leading up to this lecture involve
Jim's
"adventures."
To
call him lucky would be an ironical
understatemen.
His actions constantly cause displeasure to his
peers and to himself e.g. unorthodo. History classes, burned bedsheets, broken music-boxes, and
chatic processions. For a while he
has but two friends-a roomate
and a dog. His life is anything
but his own. But luck wins out
and Jim -spurred on by a romantic
interest and strengthened
by too
much liquor revolts against stiff
tradition and at the lecture declares England to be "unmerrie."
Those of us who remained, sitting in 9ur chairs, straining to
listen realized along with Jim that
in order to succeed, one must be
free. And with that idea in mind
and our capacity for enduranc~
depleted, -we also exited.
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"An Expression of Gio Ponti"
Gives Sampling of Artist's Work

An example of Gio Ponti's artistry.

More From Trinity Square:
'Threepenny Opera' .Captivating
I

By Roberta Giorgio
Bertolt
Brecht's
tale of the
charmed life of lovable rake finds
supero
expression · in
Trinity
Square's first offering of the season. From the initial rendition of
the
streetsinger's
"Mack
the
Knife" and the husky-throated
suggestiveness
of Jennie's
announcement
that
"Macheath
is
back in town," the audience is
completely ca,ptivated.
The perfection
of direction,
costuming,
and
music, setting,
technical arrangements
produce a
unified whole and create a loudly
acclaimed perfol'Il1.ance. But it is
the acting that gives The Threepenny Opera that quality which
Adrian Hall calls "universal."
It is the highly credible performances of Robert Van Hooten

and Marguerite
Lenert
as the
Peachums whose gleeful devious·ness is a perfect foil for Leta
Anderson's
sweet simplicity
as
Polly. It is the soulful, lost dog
look of Marius Mazmanian's role
as the Reverend Kimball that
stands in sharp relief against the
background of "The Girls" in their
tawdry finery, their tawdry lives,
their tawdry dreams. It is Katherine Helmond's bitter-sweet
portrayal of Jennie that gains her
the audience's sympathy. And it is
the lost innqcence of Lucy Brown
as JPOrtrayed by Barbara Orson
that completes one part of the
melodrama.
But it is Richard Kneeland as
Macheath that gives the performance substance . . . Macheath,
that dandy-suited,
light-fingered,

'
fight it.
'

\

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Pap~r.
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At StationeryDepartments.

highly pomaded, irresistible cad ...
saved from hanging by decree of
the newly crowned Queen Victoria, to continue a life typically
Brecht-like in contradiction:

"If you wish to stay alive,
For once do somehing bad
and you'll survive."
Macheath does that one better
. . he does something bad conti~
nuously, and the audience is not
disturbed at all . . . they are
charmed by the flashing teeth, the
wedding-night manner about him
the promising eyes. The audienc~
cheers as he is saved from the
noose; his two "widows" clasp
each other thankfully
and Machea th smiles the crookedly charming smile of the incorrigibly lovable street-urchin.
Recommended?
Unquestionably!

By Bernie Dulude
The first thing that impresses
someone who strolls through the
Gio Ponti exhibit at Adams Library Gallery is the diversity of
the objects · on display. There are
examples of 'pottery, replices of
buildings, tile, silverware, chairs
, and a host of other things; all of
I which were designed by the same
: man. The exhibit is aptly named
"An Expression of Gio Ponti" and
I gives a cross-sectional sampling of
the work of this man, extending
to almost every aspect of artistic
creation. The buildings which Mr.
Ponti designed, some of which are
represented in scale, while others
are photo-lithographic
reproductions, are quite imposing structures. Their very presence is commanding and may remind one of
some kind of medieval fortification. The structures are clean and
gra•ceful, displaying a balance between curved and angular line, the
straight line being the exception.
;Mr. Ponti must have had a
predelection for shiny surfaces for
almost all of his ceramic pieces
are highly glazed. Classical in design, they are relatively simply
ornamented and appear to be functional as well as quite beautiful.
The scuplted works are of two
types, the first being painted brass
in the shape of melon quarters, a
cat, and a fish, all of which bear
an overglaze. The other type is
represented
by two statuettes
which look like giant chess _pieces.
About two and a half feet high,
the king bears a dull grey finish
and is porous in texture, while the
Queen figure, somewhat smaller
is of a sombre brownish hue. Neru.'.
the middle of each figure is an
enlarged
cave-like
aperture
in
which Ponti has carved objects,
definitive of the kind of person
In the
the figures
represent.
Queen, the articles suggest domesticity and perhaps just a touch
of womanly vanity, while in the
King, the objects seem to portray
man as the eternal warrior, the
protector and provider. This ,pair
GIO PONTI

A
MESSAGE
FROM
STUDENT
SENATE
IF YOUCARE
The student senate ,of RIC··
in conjunction with the office
of the President of the College
is forming a student-faculty committee
to study the function and purposes of
student senate.
Any interested students should contact
Janice Giusti via Student Mail.
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The

RIC

Graduate School • • •
Sharing an office In Mann are
Mrs.
three graduate assistants:
Mary Lucas, Brian Barnes, and
Gerald Magnan. The three are
graduates of Rhode Island College.
They are presently taking graduate courses and performing various
functions in their departments.
Mrs. Lucas is in the hitory department where she assists in
pr~aring assignments, correcting
papers, and compiling bibliographies. She is also a member of the
department library committee and
the Committee for the Colloquia
for High School Students sponsored- by the history department.
In addition to these jobs and
various "odds and ends" she is
taking graduate courses in Tudor
and Stuart England and Hfstory
of the Renaissance.
from
Mrs. Lucas graduated
R.I.C. in 1965 with a Bachelor of
Arts degree In history. For the
past year and a half she has been
taking graduate courses on a part
time basis at R.I.C. and taking
care of a husband and three year
old son at home. Perhaps some of
you remember that Mary 'was a
member of R.I.C.'s College Bowl
·
team several years ago.
Brian Barnes, a graduate assistant in the math department,
graduated from R.I.C. in 1964
with a Bachelor of Education degree as a mathematics and science
major in secondary education. For
the past three years he has been
teaching at Lincoln Senior High
School where he taught mathematics to grades nine through

twelve. At Lincoln he was also a
class advisor, a math club advisor,
an assistant baseball coach, and a
critic teacher for Rhode Island
College. He also taught in the
adult education program for five
semesters. Mr. Barnes is presently
on a leave of absence from Lincoln.
At R.I.C. he is taking graduate
courses in computer Mathematics,
Set Theory, <and Advanced Calculus. Besides taking courses and
generally being of assistance in
the math department, he is a conference instructor to three sections of Mathematics 101. Next
semester he will be 'conference
instructor to Mathematics 102.
Another graduate assistant in
the math department is Gerald
Magnan. This semester he is an
assistant to Dr. Nazarian in the
History of Mathematics course.
include correcting
His duties
papers, tutoring, and occasional
instructing. Next semester he will
in
be a conference instructor
Mathematics 102.
He is presently taking graduate
courses in Computer Mathematics,
Abstract Algebra, and Current
Problems in Education. Mr. Magnan graduated from R.I.C. in 1965
with a Bachelor of Education
degree in -science and mathematics.
Last yerur he was a full time
graduate student at R.I.C. Prior
to this time he taught mathematics
at Cranston West High School. He
also taught in the adult education
program in Cranston and spent
four months on active duty with
the Air Force Reserve.

Senator Pell

Gio Ponti

By Lynnann

(Continued

Loveless

from Page

1)

Ing advantage of our impatience;
the so2) The gaps between
called haves and have-nots is
getting wider and gains are often
wiped out by population pressure;
3) The problem of nuclear proliferation must be dealt with; and,
in technology
4) Breakthroughs
are soon going to make some
sort of treaty or low system for
exploiting our oceans necessary.

(Continued

from Page

4)

of figures are graceful and regallooking and very arresting.
One of the most fascinating
pieces at the exhibit is a large
section of framed glass, looking
like some gratesquely missha,pen
stained glass window. Ponti has
piled chunks of glass in brilliant
red's and blues and other colors
and stacked them in columns, and
enclosed them in a metal frame.
The tactile value of this iPiece
is fantastic, as the surfa•ces vary
in shape and texture, some of
them appear to have had other
pieces of glass imbedded in them
while in a semi-liquid state. It is
too bad that, although the pi~e
is near a window, the caves prevent the sunlight from _striking
it, and playing among the facets
of the glass in the frame. If an
artificial source could be installed
the resulting illumination might
prove to be quite interesting.

his address,
After finishing
Senator Pell answered questions
from the floor. As might be expected, Vietnam was the subject
of a great many questions. At
one point, Senator Pell turned
the tables and asked the students
a question. He proposed four alternatives to be followed in Vietnam as follows: 1) Escalate; 2)
Continue our present policy; 3)
Stop bombing in the north and attempt deescalation in the South;
and 4) Withdraw completely. The
students were asked to choose
In the area of industrial design,
one alternative. Opinion was divided but a plurality was surpris- there are examples of chairs which
ingly given in favor of escalation. Mr. Ponti designed. Some of these
are simple wooden frames with
The Sena tor then explained to some kind of woven seat, while
the audience some of the dangers others are curvious, well padded
of escalation, such as possible in- and very comfortable. There are
volvement by the United States in several settings of cutlery on disa land war with Red China and play which for the most iPart are
consequences of rather heftty and masculine lookthe disastrous
such an involvement.
ing and seem· quite servicable.
On the question of bombing,
the
that
Pell stated
Senator
been intened to
bombing had
hurt morale in the North, boost
the morale of the South Vietnamese, and stop the flow of supplies. He stated that the bombing
has accomplished none of these
objectives. It should be stopped
simply because it is not working.

Ponti has been compared to a
countryman of his from lang ago,
a man named Leonardo Da Vinci.
In terms of range of field of endeavor, some kind of case could be
made to make the comparison
valid. It is not entirely suprising
that there is something of the poet
in Gio Ponti, too.

Study
CollegeStudents
Emmanuel
of RuralPortuguese
LivingPatterns
A Dos Negros is not on the usual
tourist routes of Portugal but Olga
Boyd of East Providence, R. I. was
not an ordinary tourist throughout
her eight week stay this summer.
The small village, 50 miles north
of Lisbon was home to Olga and
eight other students, who, with
William Bestor, an instructor of
anthropology at Emmanuel College in Boston, studied the habits
and living patterns of the rural
Portuguese.
As the only member of the
group who was fluent In the Portuguese language, Olga was immediately able to establish a repport with the village inhabitants,
and by fostering their natural
curiosity about her and the United
States, she was able to gain accurate insights into the pattern of
life in Portugal.
"The most immediate reaction,"
comments the 20 year old Rhode
Island College history major, "is
the pastoral beauty of the countryside. The oxcart rather than the
automobile as the method of transportation, reflects the pace of
life.''

"Immediate goals usually center
around the ownership of land, but
the hopes seem to include escape
from the land which they see -as
limiting them to merely a subsistence way of life."
One of the reasons for this kind
of paradoxical goal Olga sees, is
the exposure of the male members
of the community to life outside
the rural areas. Each young male
is subject to four year's mandatory
military service, and although his
culture gives him a set of rural
v.alues, the conveniencies of life
away from the country gives him
a sense of values which he cannot
fulfill at home.
GOALS EXPLAIN ZEAL
"In a sense," Olga states, "this

gulf between goals and reality
may explain the zeal in which
many Portuguese have sought to.
come to the United States. "Almost everyone I talked to" she
said, "indicated they had either
relatives or friends who had migrated to America, and because of
this, they view the United States
as a land of OP,portunity.''

"The children must, by law, be
literate. Four year education is required of the children, so each has
the ability to read of opportunities
not found within their own village."
One topic never mentioned is
politics. Although newspapers are
available, the press is censored,
and because the people have little
say in their government, Olga
postulates, their interest in the
government is slight.
Festive occasions rather than
pdlitical discourses are much the
more ,popular release for the people. Their purpose is much more
for enjoyment than the American
habit of using the occasion as a
social mixer. The dance is enjoyedfor itself and everyone in the village attends.
For the youth of rural Portugal,
the freedoms of their American
counterparts is most foreign. The
girls, 'by custom, remain in the
home until marriage, which in
Portugal comes quite early. The
men, work in the fields.

ONE MEMBER PER FAMILY

In the town, each member of
the group lived with a family. "It
was strietly a business arrangement," said Olga, "ibut these people were so hospitable, that I'm
sure that were we just travelers,
the doors would have been opened
just as wide."
The particular family with which
Olga stayed was a couple in their
sixties, who has raised eight children, only one of whom was 11till
at home.
The man was a field laborer, as
was his remaining son. Retirement
was not a concern, Olga learned,
as the people in the village go to
work as early as age 10 or 11,
then work until they are no longer
physically capable.
"The effect of this," said Olga,
"is to make the people almost unaware of time. Only the barnyard
rooster signals the passing of the
days, and only the annual festivals
acknowledge the passing of the
years."
Homelife in A Dos Negros is
simple. Plumbing and electricity
are foreign to the life in the small
community while responsibility for
communication lines to the outside
rested on the not- too-broad
shoulders of a donkey.
The daily schedule of the eight
students is commentary on the
unhurried mode of the community.
The girls rose at 9 a.m. and
attened class in the morning_. The
afternoon was for field study, a
loosely organized mingling with
the residents.
said
"an average afternoon,"
Olga, "might include a trip to the
post office, where I would wait
for the mail. The time would be
passed in conversation with those
at the post office, then, when the
mails came, I would observe the
kinds of mail and the reactions
of the recipients."
SIMPLE

AREYOUPAYING
TOOMUCHFOR
COPIES?
XEROX
We certainly hope you aren't paying 10 cents a copy.
More likely you're paying 7 cents. That's still too high!
GNOMON

COPY SERVICE cuts this price in half and

more! Our rates are 5 cents for the first copy of an original,
and for multiple copies of the same original, even lower:
3 cents each for the second thru tenth copies and 2 cents

each from the eleventh on.
Service while you wait, or overnight. Forty copies a
minute.

copy_se-rvice
gnomon
102 WATERMAN ST.
9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Mon. - Thurs.

(Abovethe UniversityDrug Store)

Providence, Rhode Island

Phone 751-1100

SOPIDSTICATION

One of the surprises Olga notes
was the simple form of sophistication she observed among the people. "They would talk of life
theory, reflecting iPersonal goals
and hopes, often with a keen
understanding of their surroundings. The love of land, yet the hope
of eseaping the land is a recurring
paradox In their thoughts", Olga
notes.

-

9 A.M.-6 P.M.
Fri. • Sat.
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Booters Do·wn Salelll 3-2;

Are Blanked By Westfield
Salem Game

A tight defense against a hard
hitting Salem State College team
of Salem, Massachusetts gave the
Rhode Island College soccer team
its fifth win of the season. The
Anchormen defeated the Vikings
3-2 last Thursday in a well attended home game.
Jean and Samson Combine Again

With just four minutes gone in
the first period, Salem's outside
left, Dave Winer scored the first
goal for his teammates. But later
in the period RIC hooters tied
the score on a g@al by Lionel Jean
who was assisted beautifully, once
again, by freshman Brian Samson.

In the beginning of the second
both RIC ai:i,d Salem
quarter
seemed to be having trouble controlling the ball. Then late in the
period, Salem's Bob McCauley
charged the RIC defense and scored the Vikings final goal of the
game unassisted.
RIC ties .it up on penalty kick

ond try because of an illegal move
by Salem's goalie, Dick Williams,
during the first kick. Thus, Samson who had assisted nicely to
help score the first RIC goal of
the game, got to score the second
one himself and tie the score 2-2.
Salem's attempt on a penalty
kick came with thirteen minutes
of the period gone. The attempt
was blocked beautifully by RIC
goalie, Dave Marzelli, who used
his head nicely to _keep the ball
out of the cage.

As a result of furious competition, tempers began to flare in
the third period and penalty kicks
became the rule. Brian Samson
got the first try at kicking as a
result of a penalty charged to Samson Completes a Nice Day
The winning goal came in the
Salem with five minutes of the
third period gone. His attempt fourth period with less than five
failed but he was grante~ a sec- minutes left in the game. The stiff
, .,. competition seemed to wear the
tempers of several of the Salem
Some obscene
team members.
unsportsmanlike
and
language
conduct resulted and the stage
was set for RIC's tie breaking
goal. Brian Samson was once
again at the line for a penalty
was
kick, His initial attempt
blocked by the Salem goalie, but
Brian, following up nicely, kicked
again and knocked it into the cage
for the final goal of the game.
RIC had a fine day both offensively and defensively as they
took their fifth game of the" season and their fourth in conference
play,
Westfield

Grune

WinOneandLoseOne
Harriers
NowStand10-2On Season
Lose in Triangular Meet

The New England College cross
country team handed the RIC
Harriers their second loss of the
season by beating them in a trion
angular meet in Barrington
Tuesday, October 17. The loss
came on a slim two point margin.
RIC started out strong with all
runners well up in the pack. However, the course soon took its toll
with Jim Joseph losing his first
place spot to Peter Davis of New
College and dropping
England
well back into the pack. Davis
won the 4.2 mile race with a time
·of 23 minutes and 38 seconds.
Barrington's Mike Wildeman placed second. Ray Nelson and Charlie
Totoro placed third and fourth for
RIC, respectively. Joseph finished
fifth while Fred Bayha placed
eleventh and Vin McMahon placed
fifteenth for RIC.

Basketball
Intramural
BeginsSoon

r

m

q~

i~

Lowest Price On Gas
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s EssoStation
VinnieDuva'

I~~t
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Win in Quadrangle

Meet

On Saturday, October 21, the
RIC harriers traveled to Worcester to compete in a quadrangle
meet against Assumption College,
Brandeis University and Barrington College at the Assumption
home course. The Anchormen won
the meet !by a sizeable margin to
pick up their tenth win of the
season.
RIC's Jim Joseph placed second in the meet just 42 seconds
behind first place winner, Mike
Wildeman of Barrington College.
Ray Nelson ad Charlie Totoro
placed fifth and sixth for the AnBob and
chormen, respectively.
Fred Bayha completed RIC scoring by placing fourteenth and fifN. E. College Revenged
The New England College team teenth, re'spectively.
Final Meet on November 4
probably came to Barrington set
The RIC harriers meet Lowell
on revenge because just three
days earlier the Anchormen had Tech away on Thursday, Novemfinished second in the Plymouth ber 2 and then on Saturday, Nowhile New England vember 4 they travel to Gorham,
Invitational
placed third. New England, the Maine for the final conference
favored team in that meet, prob- meet. Among the competitors in
ably would have finished first if the final meet will be a strong
it were not for RIC's Jim Joseph team from Boston State College.
------------------------------

Instant Replay Come~ to RIC

sports fan
The contemporary
has become as accustomed to the
video tape replay as the shopper
has to parking problems.
Now, coaches are beginning to
see the benefits of recalling the
action immediately, and increasRIC's Right Fullback, Bob Marchand in the game against Salem
ingly, athlet~c departments are rethe Anchormen won 3-2.
lying on video tape as part of
their coaching method.
Rhode Island College purchased
in first period
Football Intramural
With nearly seven minutes gone a video tape unit this fall, and the
in the first period Westfield's Dave results were tested for the first
Standings
Kelly scored the first goal. Later time this week. RIC soccer playTEAM
w L
in the period Jim Fox, added ers gathered for a mid week meetDirty Dozen 11
4
The Women's Recreation Asso- Kappa Delta Phi
3
another for Westfield. The final ing at which the action of an
Chi
1
2
ciation of Rhode Island College is Zeta
L. S. D.
2
2
goal came early in the fourth per- earlier game was shown on the
2
2
challenging all sororities, dormi- Raiders
iod when Jim Matulewicz scored. monitor.
Dirty Dozen I
2
1
tories and independent women to Dirty DozenIII
1
2
"The kids have a chance to see
The Westfield team was well1
2
Untouchabl""
participate in the coming' season The
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competibasketball
of intramural
being told about their Jnistakes,"
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tion. Intramural basketball starts
commented Ed Bogda, Anchormen
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November 14th and ends before
The Anchormen have two games soccer coach, as the team filed out
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Christmas vacation. Games are Pontarelli
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left this season. They meet Cast- from the initial session with the
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leton State College on Saturday tape.
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depending upon the time that is tITi:1
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12
cut State College at 2:00 p.m. at could skim the action of the first
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2
most convenient for teams. Every Law
home, for the final game of the half during the break and have
girl who participates in intramurseason on Wednesday, Novemlber the players begin the second half
als is eligible to play in intercolSoccer Conference , 1, at 1:30 p.m. in Willimantic, aware of their mistakes."
legiate competition.
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However, the value of the unit
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to the college athletic teams has
Westilield
M!!=~ not been overlooked.
Lawrence "The tape can be invaluable in
~~~ coaching," comments Bill Baird,
CHB
Fox
s~cl RIC athletic director and basketL'f:m_
~~~ewicz
Jean ball coach. "We can use the unit
IR
Keser
435 Mount Pleasant A venue
~~~~ in practice, and even tape funda'if:
Cotugno,~~ey, Silvia,KC:e':t: mentals. In golf, we can tape the
swing of our players and the s~e
SAVE 3¢ A GALLON
Alfieri, Mello
There is no end
==;!applies
to tennis.
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the machine
ESSO Regular at 28. 9
There will be a meeting of to the aplications of
as both a teaching and coaehing
all those who have expressed
ESSO Extra at 32.9
device."
interested in a rifle and pistol
The advantages tape offers over
club on Wed. Oct. 25 at 3 PM
movies are many. One big advanin the Anchor makeup room
SAVE
SAVE
tage Baird notes is in results.
(Room 204 Student Center).
"With the tape, there is a monWestfield State College a top
NESCAC
the
for
contender
blanked the RIC
championship
soccer team 3-0 in a conference
game in Westfield, Massachusetts
last Saturday, The .loss gave the
Anchormen a 4-3 record in con-·
and a 5-5
ference competition
overall season record.
Westfield scores twice

who took top honors in the meet.
The final score was: New England College 37, Rhode Island College 39, Barrington College 45.

itor right next to the camera, so
you can immediately check the
picture, the exposure and the action, without hoping for the best
results while the camera film is
being developed. Also, video tape
includes audio pick-up, so when
using the machine in practice, you
can just comment into the microphone rather than matching notes
with the film when it returns
from the processors.
The soccer players themselveswere enthusiastic after the first
test of the tape. "You can isolate
yourself in the action and concentrate in picking up your mistakes," said Bob Marchand, senior
fullback from Woonscoket.
"It helps to see the mistake itself rather than just hearing it
from the coach," added Dave Colardo, team co-captain and halfback from Greenville~
Roles of tape for the machine
cost $37, but are reusable after
simply erasing the previous action.
Athletic director Baird indicates
that he won't use the tape to record all RIC games, but that its
value to Anchormen teams lies
primarily in its teaching value.
There will be no excuses or passionate denials by RIC players in
the future, for all the coaches
will have to say, is "let's see that
again on video tape replay."
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